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1. Introduction: All things considered, situation, we confront such a large number of uncertainties, in all 
kinds of different backgrounds. Zadeh'sclassical idea of fuzzy set[20] is solid to manage such kind of issues. 
Since the start of fuzzy set hypothesis, there are recommendations for higher request fuzzy sets for various 
applications in numerous fields. Among higher fuzzy sets intuitionistic fuzzy set presented by Atanassov 
have been observed to be extremely valuable and material. Soft set hypothesis has gotten much 
consideration since its presentation by Molodtsov [8].The idea and essential properties of soft set 
hypothesis are introduced in [11,6]. Later on Maji et al. [7] have proposed the hypothesis of fuzzy soft set. 
Majumdar et al. have additionally summed up the idea of fuzzy soft sets. Maji et al. [6] stretched out fuzzy 
soft sets to intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets which depends on the mix of the intuitionistic fuzzy set and soft 
set. Yang et al. displayed the idea of the interim esteemed fuzzy soft sets by consolidating the interim 
esteemed fuzzy sets and soft set. They have likewise given a calculation to settle interim esteemed fuzzy 
soft set based basic leadership issues. In this paper we introduce the notion of interval valued fuzzy soft 
suhemirings of a hemiring and in the second section we also introduce the notion of interval valued anti-
fuzzy soft subhemrings. Mainly we generalize the results of lower level interval valued anti-fuzzy soft 
subhemiring of a hemiring.  
 
2. Preliminaries: 
2.1 Definition: Let R be a hemiring. An intuitionistic fuzzy soft subset (F, A) of R is said to be an 
intuitionistic fuzzy soft subhemiring (IFSSHR) of R in case it satisfies the going with conditions:  

(i)     m(F,A) (x(F,A)  + y(F,A)) ³ min{m(F,A) (x(F,A)), m(F,A) (y(F,A))},(ii)    m(F,A) (x(F,A) y(F,A)) ³ min{ m(F,A) (x(F,A)), m(F,A) 

(y(F,A)) },(iii)   n(F,A)(x(F,A)  + y(F,A)) ≤ max{ n(F,A) (x(F,A)), n(F,A) (y(F,A)) },(iv)   n(F,A) (x(F,A) y(F,A)) ≤ max{ n(F,A) (x(F,A)), 

n(F,A) (y(F,A)) },  for all x(F,A)  and y(F,A)  in R. 
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2.2 Definition: Let R be a hemiring. An intuitionistic fuzzy soft subhemiring A of R is said to be an 
intuitionistic fuzzy soft normal  subhemiring (IFNSHR) of R if it satisfies the going with conditions: (i) 

m(F,A) (x(F,A) y(F,A)) = m(F,A) (y(F,A) x(F,A)), (ii) n(F,A) (x(F,A) y(F,A)) = n(F,A) (y(F,A) x(F,A)), for all x(F,A)  and y(F,A)  in R. 
 
2.3 Definition: Let (F, A) and (G, B) be intuitionistic fuzzy soft subsets of sets H and J, exclusively. The 

product  of (F,A) and (G,B), implied by (F,A) x(G,B), is described as (F,A) x(G,B) ={ á ( x(F,A), y(G,B)  ), m(F,A) 

x(G,B) (x(F,A),y(G,B)), n(F,A) x(G,B) (x(F,A),y(G,B)) ñ / for all x(F,A) in H and y(G,B) in J }, where  m(F,A) x(G,B) (x(F,A), y(G,B)) = 

min{ m(F,A) (x(F,A)), m(G,B) (y(G,B)) } and n(F,A) x(G,B) (x(F,A), y(G,B)) = max{ n(F,A) (x(F,A)), n(G,B) (y(G,B)) }. 
 
2.4 Definition: Let (F,A) be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft subset in a set S, the most grounded intuitionistic 

fuzzy Soft relation  on S, that is an intuitionistic fuzzy soft relation  on ((F,A) is (G,V) given by  m(G,V)(x(G,V), 

y(G,V)) = min{ m(F,A)(x(F,A)), m(F,A)(y(F,A)) } and n(G,V) (x(G,V), y(G,V)) = max{ n(F,A) (x(F,A)), n(F,A) (y(F,A)) }, for all x 

(F,A)and y(F,A) in S. 
 
2.5 Definition: An intuitionistic fuzzy soft subhemiring A of a hemiring R is presently as an intuitionistic 

fuzzy soft characteristic m(F,A) (x(F,A)) = m(F,A) ( f(x(F,A)) ) and n(F,A) (x(F,A)) = n(F,A) ( f(x(F,A)) ), for all x(F,A) in R 
and f in Aut (R) 
 
2.6 Definition: (R, +, ·) and (R׀, +, ·) be any two Hemirings. Let   f : R → R׀  be any function and (F,A) be 
an intuitionistic fuzzy soft  subhemiring in R, (G,V) be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft  subhemiring in f(R) = 

R׀, portrayed by  m(G,V) (y(G,V)) = sup
)(1 yfx -Î

m(F,A) (x(F,A)) and n(G,V)(y(G,V)) = inf
)(1 yfx -Î

n(F,A) (x(F,A)), for all x(F,A) in R 

and y(G,V)  in R׀. At the point (F, A) is presently as a preimage of (G, V) under f and is indicated by f -1((G, 
V)). 
 
2.7 Definition: Let (F, A) be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring (R, +, ·) and an in R. 

By at the point the pseudo intuitionistic fuzzy soft coset (a(F,A))p is described by ((am(F,A))p )(x(F,A)) = p(a) 

m(F,A) (x(F,A)) and ( (an(F,A))p )(x(F,A)) = p(a) n(F,A) (x(F,A)), for every x(F,A)  in R and for some p in P. 
 

2.8 Definition: Let (F, A) be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft subset of X. For a, b in [0, 1], the level soft subset 

of (F,A) is the set , (F,A)(a, b) = { x(F,A)ÎX : m(F,A) (x(F,A)) ≥ a, n (F,A) (x(F,A)) ≤ b }. This is called an intuitionistic 
fuzzy soft level subset of A. 
 

2.9 Definition: Let (F, A) be a fuzzy soft subset of X. For a in [0, 1], the lower level soft subset of (F, A)  is 

the set Aa = { x(F,A)ÎX :  (x(F,A)) ≤ a}. 

 
3. Lower Level Subhemirings Of An Interval Valued Anti-Fuzzy Soft Subhemiring Of A Hemiring 
 

3.1. Theorem: Let [F,A] be an interval valued  anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R. Then for a in 

[0,1], [F,A]ais a lower level soft subhemiring of R. 

Proof: For all x [F, A] and y [F,A] in [F,A]a,we have,  m[F,A] (x[F,A]) ≤ a and m[F,A] (y[F,A]) ≤ a.Now,   m[F,A] (x[F,A] + 

y[F,A]) ≤ max { m[F,A] (x[F,A]), m[F,A] (y[F,A]) } ≤ max { a, a } = a,which implies that  m[F,A] ( x[F,A]+ y[F,A] ) ≤ a.And, 

m[F,A] ( x[F,A]y[F,A] ) ≤ max{ m[F,A] (x[F,A]), m[F,A] (y[F,A]) } ≤ max{ a, a }= a,which implies that m[F,A]  (x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ 

a.Therefore, m[F,A](x[F,A]+ y[F,A]) ≤ a and m[F,A] (x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ a.Therefore ,  x[F,A] + y[F,A] and x[F,A]y[F,A] in 

[F,A]a.Hence [F,A]a is a lower level subhemiring of a hemiring R. 
 
3.2. Theorem: Let [F,A]  be an interval valued anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R. Then two 

lower level soft subhemiring [F,A]a1,  [F,A]a2 and a1, a2 are in [0,1]  with a1<a2 of [F,A] are equal if and only 

if there is no x in R such that  a2> [m[F,A]] (x[F,A]) >a1. 

Proof: Assume that [F,A]a1 = [F,A]a2.Suppose there exists x[F,A] in R such that a2> [m[F,A]] (x[F,A])  >a1.Then 

[F,A]a1 Í[F,A]a2 implies x[F,A] belongs to [F,A]a2, but not in [F,A]a1.This is contradiction to [F,A]a1 = 
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[F,A]a2.Therefore there is no x Î R such that a2> [m[F,A]] (x[F,A]) >a1.Conversely if there is no x[F,A]Î R such 

that a2> [m[F,A]] (x[F,A]) >a1.Then [F,A]a1 = [F,A]a2.  

3.3 Theorem: Let R be a hemiring and [F,A] be a fuzzy soft subset of R such that [F,A]a be a subhemiring 

of R. If a in [0,1], then [F,A] is an interval valued  anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of R. 

Proof: Let R be a hemiring and x and y in R.Let [m[F,A]] (x[F,A]) = a1 and [m[F,A]] (y[F,A]) = a2. 
 

Case (i): If a1<a2,  then x[F,A], y[F,A]Î [F,A]a2.As [F,A]a2 is a subhemiring of R, x[F,A] + y[F,A] and x[F,A]y[F,A] in 

[F,A]a2.Now,   m[F,A](x [F,A]+ y[F,A]) ≤ a2 =  max { a1 , a2 }= max { m[F,A](x[F,A]), m[F,A](y[F,A]) }, which implies that 

m[F,A] (x [F,A]+ y[F,A]) ≤ max { m[F,A] (x[F,A]), m[F,A] (y[F,A]) }, for all x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R.Also,    m[F,A] ( x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ 

a2  = max { a1, a2 }= max { m[F,A] (x[F,A]), m[F,A](y[F,A]) }, Which implies that m[F,A] (x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ max { m[F,A] (x[F,A]), 

m[F,A] (y[F,A]) }, for all x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R. 
 

Case (ii): If a1>a2, then x[F,A] and y[F,A] in [F,A]a1.As [F,A]a1 is a subhemiring of R, x[F,A] + y[F,A] and x[F,A]y[F,A] 

in [F,A]a1.Now,  m[F,A]( x[F,A] + y[F,A])  ≤ a1  = max{ a2 , a1 }= max {m[F,A](y[F,A]), m[F,A](x[F,A]) },which implies that 

m[F,A](x[F,A] + y[F,A]) ≤ max { m[F,A] (x[F,A]), m[F,A] (y[F,A]) }, for all x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R.Also,  [m[F,A]] ( x[F,A]y[F,A])  ≤ 

a2  = max { a2 , a1 } = max{ m[F,A] (y[F,A]), m[F,A] (x[F,A]) }, which implies that m[F,A](x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ max {m[F,A]  (x[F,A]), 

m[F,A](y[F,A]) }, for all x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R. 
 

Case (iii): If a1=  a2. 
It is trivial. In all the cases, [F,A] is an interval valued anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R. 
 
3.4. Theorem: Let [F,A] be an interval valued anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R. If any two 
lower level soft subhemirings of [F,A] belongs to R, then their intersection is also lower level soft 
subhemiring of A in R. 

Proof: Let a1, a2Î [0,1]. 
 

Case (i):  If a1<m[F,A](x[F,A]) <a2, then [F,A] a1 Í [F,A] a2.Therefore, [F,A]a1  Ç [F,A] a2 = [F,A] a1, but [F,A] a1 is 
a lower level soft subhemiring of [F,A]. 
 

Case (ii): If a1> [m[F,A]] (x[F,A]) >a2, then [F,A] a2 Í[F,A] a1.Therefore, [F,A] a1 Ç [F,A] a2 = [F,A] a2, but Aa2 is a 
lower level soft subhemiring of [F,A].  
 

Case (iii): If a1 = a2 , then [F,A] a1 = [F,A] a2.In all cases, intersection of any two lower level soft  
subhemirings is a lower level soft subhemiring of [F,A]. 

 
3.5. Theorem: Let [F,A]  be an interval valued  anti-fuzzy softsubhemiring of a hemiring R. If any two 
lower level soft subhemirings of [F,A]  belongs to R, then their union is also a lower level soft subhemiring 
of [F,A]  in R. 

Proof: Let a1, a2Î[0,1]. 
 

Case (i):If a1<m[F,A]  (x[F,A]) <a2,  then [F,A]a1 Í [F,A]a2.Therefore,[F,A]a1 È [F,A]a2 = [F,A]a2, but [F,A]a2 is a 
lower level soft subhemiring of A. 
 

Case (ii):If a1> [m[F,A]] (x[F,A]) >a2, then [F,A]a2 Í[F,A]a1.Therefore , [F,A]a1 È [F,A]a2 = [F,A]a1, but [F,A]a1 is a 
lower level soft subhemiring of [F,A].  
 

Case (iii): If a1 = a2, then [F,A]a1 = [F,A]a2.In all cases, union of any two lower level soft subhemiring is also 
a lower level soft subhemiring of [F,A]. 
 
3.6. Theorem: The homomorphic image of a lower level soft  subhemiring of an    interval valued anti-
fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R is a lower level soft subhemiring of an interval valued anti-fuzzy 
soft subhemiring of a hemiring R׀. 
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Proof:  Let  (R, +,  . ) and ( R׀ , +, . ) be any two hemirings and f : R → R׀  be a homomorphism.That is,   f(x 
+ y) = f(x) + f(y) and   f(xy) = f(x)f(y),  for all  x and y in R.Let [G,V] = f([F,A]), where [F,A] is an interval 
valued anti-fuzzy soft  subhemiring of a hemiring R.Clearly [G,V] is an interval valued anti- fuzzy soft  

subhemiring of a hemiring R׀.Let x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R, implies f(x[G,V]) and f(y[G,V]) in R׀.Let [F,A]ais a lower 

level subhemiring of [F,A].That is, m[F,A](x[F,A]) ≤ a and m[F,A](y[F,A]) ≤ a; m[F,A](x[F,A]+ y[F,A]) ≤ a, m[F,A](x[F,A]y[F,A]) 

≤ a.We have to prove that f ([F,A]a) is a lower level subhemiring of (G,V).Now, m[G,V](f(x[G,V])) ≤ m[F,A] (x[F,A]) 

≤ a, which implies that m[G,V](f(x[G,V])) ≤ a;and m[G,V]( f(y[G,V]) ) ≤ m[F,A] (y[F,A]) ≤ a, which implies that m[G,V] ( 

f(y[G,V]) ) ≤ a andm[G,V] (f(x[G,V]) + f(y[G,V])) = m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V] + y[G,V]) ),   as f is a homomorphism≤ m[F,A] ( x [F,A]+ 

y[F,A]) ≤ a,which implies that m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V]) + f(y[G,V])) ≤ a.Also,  m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V]) f(y[G,V])) = m[G,V] (f(x[G,V]y[G,V]) 

), as f is a homomorphism≤ m[F,A] (x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ a,which implies that m[G,V]( f(x[G,V])f(y[G,V])) ≤ a.Therefore,  

m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V]) + f(y[G,V])) ≤ a, m[G,V]( f(x[G,V]) f(y[G,V])) ≤ a.Hence f ([F,A]a) is a lower level subhemiring of an 
interval valued anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring [G,V] of a hemiring R׀. 
 
3.7. Theorem: The homomorphic pre-image of a lower level soft subhemiring of an interval valued anti-
fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R׀ is a lower level soft subhemiring of an interval valued  anti-fuzzy 
soft subhemiring of a hemiring R. 
Proof: Let ( R, +, . ) and ( R׀ , +, . ) be any two hemirings and  f : R → R׀  be a homomorphism.That is,  f(x 
+ y) = f(x) + f(y) and  f(xy) = f(x)f(y)  for all  x and y in R.Let [G,V] = f([F,A]), where [G,V] is an interval 
valued  anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R׀.Clearly [F,A] is an interval valued anti-fuzzy soft 

subhemiring of a hemiring R.Let f(x[G,V]) and f(y[G,V]) in R׀, implies x and y in R.Let f([F,A]a) is a lower level 

subhemiring of [G,V].That is,  m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V]) ) ≤ a and m[G,V] ( f(y[G,V]) ) ≤ a; m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V]) + f(y[G,V]) ) ≤ a, 

m[G,V]( f(x[G,V]) f(y[G,V])) ≤ a.We have to prove that [F,A]a is a lower level soft  subhemiring of [F,A].Now,  

m[F,A] (x[F,A]) = m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V]) ) ≤ a, implies that m[F,A] (x[F,A]) ≤ a;m[F,A] (y[F,A]) = m[G,V] ( f(y[G,V]) ) ≤ a, implies 

that m[F,A] (y[F,A]) ≤ a and  m[F,A] (x[F,A] + y[F,A]) = m[G,V] ( f(x [G,V]+ y[G,V]) )  = m[G,V] (f(x[G,V]) + f(y[G,V])),   as f is a 

homomorphism ≤ a,which implies that m[F,A] (x[F,A] + y[F,A]) ≤ a.Also, m[F,A] (x[F,A]y[F,A]) = m[G,V] (f(x[G,V]y[G,V]) 

= m[G,V] (f(x[G,V])f(y[G,V])),   as f is a homomorphism ≤ a.which implies that [m[F,A]] (x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ a.Therefore,  

m[G,V]( f(x[G,V]) + f(y[G,V])) ≤ a, m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V])f(y[G,V])) ≤ a.Hence, [F,A]ais a lower level soft subhemiring of 
an interval valued anti-fuzzy intervalvaluedsoft  subhemiring [F,A] of R.  
 
3.8. Theorem: The anti-homomorphic image of a lower level soft subhemiring of an interval valued anti-
fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R is a lower level soft subhemiring of an interval valued  anti- fuzzy 
soft subhemiring of a hemiring R׀. 
Proof: Let ( R, +, . ) and ( R׀ , +, . ) be any two hemirings and  f: R→R׀ be an  anti-homomorphism.That is, 
f(x + y) = f(y) + f(x) and f(xy) = f(y)f(x),  for all  x and y in R. 
Let [G,V] = f([F,A]), where [F,A] is an interval valued anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of R.Clearly [G,V] is an 
interval valued anti-fuzzy soft  subhemiring of R׀.Let x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R, implies f(x[G,V]) and f(y[G,V]) in 

R׀.Let [F,A] ais a lower level soft subhemiring of [F,A].That is,   m[F,A] (x[F,A]) ≤ a and m[F,A](y[F,A]) ≤ a.m[F,A]( 

y[F,A] + x[F,A] ) ≤ a , m[F,A](y[F,A]x[F,A] ) ≤ a.We have to prove that f ([F,A] a) is a lower level soft subhemiring 

of [G,V].Now, m[G,V]( f(x[G,V]) ) ≤ m[F,A] (x[F,A]) ≤ a, which implies that m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V]) ) ≤ a;m[G,V]( f(y[G,V]) ) ≤ 

m[F,A] (y[F,A]) ≤ a, which implies that m[G,V] ( f(y[G,V]) ) ≤ a.Now, m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V]) + f(y[G,V]))  = m[G,V] ( f (y[G,V] + 

x[G,V] ) ), as f is an anti-homomorphism ≤ m[F,A] (y[F,A] + x[F,A] ) ≤ a, which implies that, m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V]) + 

f(y[G,V])) ≤ a.Also,  m[G,V]( f(x[G,V])f(y[G,V])) = m[G,V] ( f(y[G,V]x[G,V]) ),  as f is an anti-homomorphism ≤ 

m[F,A](y[F,A]x[F,A]) ≤ a ,which implies that m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V])f(y[G,V])) ≤ a.Therefore, m[G,V]( f(x[G,V]) + f(y[G,V])) ≤ 

aand m[G,V]( f(x[G,V])f(y[G,V])) ≤ a.Hence f([F,A]a) is a lower level soft subhemiring of an interval valued  anti-
fuzzy soft subhemiring [G,V] of R׀. 
 
3.9. Theorem: The anti-homomorphic pre-image of a lower level soft subhemiring of an interval valued 
anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R׀ is a lower level soft subhemiring of an interval valued anti-
fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R. 
Proof:  Let ( R, +, . ) and ( R׀ , +, . ) be any two hemirings and  f : R → R׀  be an                anti-
homomorphism.That is,  f(x + y) = f(y) + f(x) and f(xy) = f(y)f(x),  for all  x and y in R.Let [G,V] = f([F,A]), 
where [G,V] is an interval valued anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R׀.Clearly [F,A] is an interval 
valued anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring R.Let f(x[G,V]) and f(y[G,V]) in R׀, implies x[F,A] and y[F,A] in 
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R.Let f([F,A] a) is a lower level soft subhemiring of [G,V].That is,  m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V]) ) ≤ a and m[G,V]( f(y[G,V]) ) 

≤ a;  m[G,V]( f(y[G,V]) + f(x[G,V]) ) ≤ a, m[G,V]( f(y[G,V]) f(x[G,V]) ) ≤ a.We have to prove that Aa is a lower level 

subhemiring of A.Now,  m[F,A] (x[F,A]) = m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V]) ) ≤ a, which implies that m[F,A] (x[F,A]) ≤ a; m[F,A] (y[F,A]) 

= m[G,V] ( f(y[G,V]) ) ≤ a, which implies that m[F,A] (y[F,A]) ≤ a.Now, m[F,A] ( x[F,A] + y[F,A]) = m[G,V] ( f(x[G,V] + y[G,V]) 

) = m[G,V] ( f(y[G,V]) + f(x[G,V]) ),  as f is an anti-homomorphism≤ a, which implies that m[F,A] (x[F,A] + y[F,A]) ≤ 

a.Also,m[F,A]( x[F,A]y[F,A]) = m[G,V] (f(x[G,V]y[G,V]) ) = m[G,V](f(y[G,V])f(x[G,V]) ),   as f is an anti-homomorphism ≤ 

a,which implies that m[F,A] (x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ a.Therefore,  m[G,V] (f(x[G,V]) + f(y[G,V])) ≤ a and m[G,V](f(x[G,V]) f(y[G,V])) 

≤ a.Hence [F,A]a is a lower level soft subhemiring of an interval valued anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring [F,A] 
of R. 
 
3.10. Theorem: Let (R, +, . ) be a hemiring and [F,A]  be a non empty subset of R. Then [F,A]  is a 

subhemiring of R if and only if [H,B] = < ],[ AFc > is an interval valued anti-fuzzy  soft subhemiring of R, 

where ],[ AFc  is the characteristic function. 

Proof: Let (R, +, . ) be a hemiring and [F,A] be a non empty subset of R. First let [F,A] be a subhemiring 
of R. Take x and y in R.  
 
Case (i): If x[F,A] and y[F,A] in [F,A], then x[F,A] + y[F,A], x[F,A]y[F,A] in [F,A], since [F,A] is a subhemiring of R,

],[ AFc  (x[F,A]) = ],[ AFc  (y[F,A]) = ],[ AFc  (x[F,A] + y[F,A]) = ],[ AFc  ( x[F,A]y[F,A]) =0. So, ],[ AFc  ( x[F,A]+ y[F,A]) ≤ max 

{ ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]), ],[ AFc  (y[F,A]) }, for all x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R, ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ max { ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]), ],[ AFc  

(y[F,A]) }, for all x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R. 
 
Case (ii): If x[F,A] in [F,A], y[F,A] not in[F,A] ( or x[F,A] not in [F,A], y[F,A] in [F,A] ), then x[F,A] + y[F,A], x[F,A]y[F,A] 

may or may not be in [F,A], ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]) =0, ],[ AFc  (y) =1 (or ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]) =1, ],[ AFc  (y[F,A]) =0), ],[ AFc  

(x[F,A]+y[F,A]) = ],[ AFc  ( x[F,A]y[F,A]) =0 (or 1 ).  

Clearly ],[ AFc  (x[F,A] + y[F,A]) ≤ max { ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]), ],[ AFc  (y[F,A]) }, for all x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R,  ],[ AFc  

(x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ max { ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]), ],[ AFc  (y[F,A]) }, for all x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R. 

 

Case (iii): If x[F,A] and y[F,A] not in [F,A], then x[F,A] +y[F,A], x[F,A]y[F,A] may or may not be in [F,A], ],[ AFc  

(x[F,A]) = ],[ AFc  (y[F,A]) = 1, ],[ AFc  (x[F,A] + y[F,A]) = ],[ AFc  ( x[F,A]y[F,A]) = 0 or 1.Clearly ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]+ y[F,A]) ≤ 

max { ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]), ],[ AFc  (y[F,A]) }, for all x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R. ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ max { ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]), 

],[ AFc  (y[F,A]}), for all x[F,A] and y[F,A] in R. 

So in all the three cases, we have [H,B] is an interval valued anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of a hemiring 

R.Conversely, let x[F,A] and y[F,A] in [F,A], since [F,A] is a non empty subset of R, so, ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]) = ],[ AFc  

(y[F,A]) = 0.Since [H,B]= < ],[ AFc > is an interval valued anti-fuzzy soft sub hemiring of R, we have ],[ AFc  

(x[F,A] + y[F,A]) ≤ max { ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]), ],[ AFc  (y[F,A]) }= max {0, 0 }= 0, ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]y[F,A]) ≤ max { ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]), 

],[ AFc  (y[F,A]) }= max {0, 0 } = 0.Therefore ],[ AFc  (x[F,A] + y[F,A]) = ],[ AFc  (x[F,A]y[F,A]) = 0. 

Hence x[F,A] + y[F,A] and x[F,A]y[F,A]in [F,A], so [F,A] is an interval valued anti-fuzzy soft subhemiring of R. 
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